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Pre-dried timber framing reduces interior noise & condensation.

Tidy Inside
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The Tidyspan range is custom designed to suit your requirements.

  Tidy Outside



Phone 0800 428 453 or visit www.alpinebuildings.co.nz for more information

The benefits of an Alpine Tidyspan® structure will give you many reasons to appreciate
the investment you make:

ü Unlike other steel portal designs, there is nowhere for birds to perch in the roof
cavity. This is achieved by using box section rafters, and bolting purlins between
these.

ü Like all Alpine structures, the Tidyspan is custom designed to your requirements and
engineered to meet the wind & snow loads at your proposed location.

ü The purlin cleats are already attached to rafters, eliminating onsite welding.
ü Ideal combination of steel portals for strength and timber framing which helps to

reduce noise.
ü A concrete floor is optional for all of Alpine’s construction methods, meaning

Tidyspan buildings are also perfect for large clearspan wintering sheds, horse
arenas and other structures where a floor is not required.

A very smart & robust 18.0m design with bird-proof rafters and steel legs.
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The Alpine Tidyspan is designed and engineered to your proposed location.
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Simple, Strong & …

… Easy to Install



Timber framing makes it simple to nail or screw in work-benches, shelves or lining.
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Bulk Storage

Easy to install, with timeframes to get your business up and running quicker.
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Industrial Workshops

The minimilistic clearspan design helps you optimise storage space and work areas.
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Vehicle Collections



Alpine Buildings NZ Ltd
Phone: 0800 428 453
Email: sales@alpinebuildings.co.nz
www.alpinebuildings.co.nz NZ LTD

Call our team of experts on 0800 428 453 today to see how we can help you
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Smart box-section rafters. Pre-welded purlin cleats.

The steel rafters come with a
pre-camber for extra strength
and the purlin cleats are
already welded on. No need
to screw on any brackets or
do any onsite welding!

The tough purlin cleats are
welded onto the rafters.
Simply slot the purlins in

and bolt through the holes.
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Easy bolt-on connections.

Minimise Clutter
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